Guidelines for Meeting-Related Promotion by Outside Groups

- The ASRS logo and Annual Meeting logo may not be used by outside organizations on websites, in social media posts, eblasts, press releases, articles, etc.

- Promotion of (or reference to) content contained within the ASRS scientific program is strictly prohibited.

- Promotions must not imply affiliation with or endorsement by the ASRS.

- Exhibitors at the ASRS Annual Meeting may mention the name of the Society meeting in event promotion. Example: “Visit our booth during the ASRS Annual Meeting.”

- Social posts may include the ASRS meeting hashtag: #ASRS2024.

Additional Guidelines for Satellite Symposia Hosts

- All advertisements, promotions, or invitations for affiliate satellite symposia must bear the following statement: “This program is not affiliated with or endorsed by the ASRS.” This statement must appear on the cover/front page of any copy, using at least a 12-pt. font size.

- Affiliate event promotions (ads, meeting materials and correspondence) may not list the ASRS name or Annual Meeting.